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Abstract—The paper proposes a cellular neural network and
utility (CNNU)-based radio resource scheduler for multime-
dia CDMA communication systems supporting differentiated
quality-of-service (QoS). Here, we dene a relevant utility func-
tion for each connection, which is its radio resource function
weighted by a QoS requirement deviation function and a fairness
compensation function. We also propose cellular neural networks
(CNN) to design the utility-based radio resource scheduler
according to the Lyapunov method to solve the constrained
optimization problem. The CNN is powerful for complicated
optimization problems and has been proved that it can rapidly
converge to a desired equilibrium; the utility-based scheduling
algorithm can efciently utilize the radio resource for system,
keep the QoS requirements of connections guaranteed, and pro-
vide the weighted fairness for connections. Therefore, the CNNU-
based scheduler, which determines a radio resource assignment
vector for all connections by maximizing an overall system utility,
can achieve high system throughput and keep the performance
measures of all connections to meet their QoS requirements.
Simulation results show that the CNNU-based scheduler attains
the average system throughput greater than the EXP [9] and
the HOLPRO [5] scheduling schemes by an amount of 23% and
33%, respectively, in the QoS guaranteed region.

Index Terms—Cellular neural networks (CNN), fairness, qual-
ity of service (QoS), radio resource, scheduling, utility function.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN future wireless networks, heterogeneous and customized
services with diverse trafc characteristics and QoS re-

quirements are expected to be provided via a number of air
interfaces. Also, multimedia applications are commonly ac-
cepted as enabling services, which are categorized into several
classes [1]. To meet various trafc characteristics and QoS
requirements of these potential applications, a sophisticated
scheduling algorithm plays an essential role so that the system
resource allocation is optimal, while retaining pre-dened QoS
requirements and fairness among them.

Several studies on radio resource scheduling and allocation
among connections in wireless networks with consideration
of physical layer processing, power control range, and link
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conditions have been carried out [2]-[3]. Bhargharvan, Lu, and
Nandagopal [4] developed a framework to achieve long-term
fairness in wireless networks.

There are schemes considering either delay bound or min-
imum rate as its QoS requirements. For those schemes con-
sidering delay requirements, Varsou and Poor [5] proposed
a head-of-line pseudo-probability (HOLPRO) scheduling al-
gorithm, based on an earliest deadline rst (EDF) concept,
adapted to wireless environments. They also proposed a simple
analysis for the performance of the generalized powered
earliest deadline rst (PEDF) and the HOLPRO scheduling
schemes [6]. Stolyar and Ramanan studied a throughput-
optimal scheduling algorithm for delay bounded system [7];
a variational scheduling algorithm for rate guarantee was
also investigated. For non-real-time interactive connections,
the rate guarantee is desirable. Kam and Siu considered the
minimal rate guarantee with fairness in their proposed scheme
[8]. Moreover, some schemes considered joint scheduling
criteria to deal with complicated needs for systems. Shakkottai
and Stolyar [9] considered both link quality and QoS require-
ments as the criteria and derived an exponential rule (EXP)
scheduling scheme via uid Markovian techniques.

Many of these scheduling algorithms above, [2]-[3], [7]-
[10], were formulated in utility-based approaches. Generally,
the utility function is dened as the benet from receiving an
amount of service for each connection so that the overall utility
is maximized, in addition to fullling the design constraints
such as QoS requirements and fairness.

The utility-based scheduling algorithm over radio channels
is usually formulated as a complicated optimization problem
with real-time requirement. To solve the complicated con-
strained optimization problem, many intelligent techniques
have been applied successfully, for example, genetic algo-
rithm, feed-forward neural network, and generalized Hopeld
neural networks (HNN) [11], [12]. Among those, the class
of generalized HNN has been mostly adopted for real-time
tasks. However, the stability and spurious response problems
make the HNN ineffective in practical applications. A special
type of HNN, named cellular neural network (CNN), has been
proposed [13] and has been proved that it can rapidly con-
verge to a desired equilibrium on vertex along the prescribed
trajectories by applying a proper learning or design procedure
[14], [15]. It can converge to an unique equilibrium as long
as the energy function corresponding to the architecture of
CNN is properly designed, while HNN may converge to a
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local minimum. Also, the CNN has digital outputs which is
a vertex located in its state space, but the HNN has analog
outputs and may converge to spurious response. Moreover, the
CNN has an architecture that all cells (neurons) are with the
same structure, i.e. the same inter-connection weights and bias
current. Accomplished by locally recurrent inter-connection,
it has much fewer number of inter-connection than HNN and
more suitable for VLSI implementation. The CNN has been
applied in telecom switching systems to optimize the system
throughput constrained on given QoS requirements [16].

In this paper, we propose a CNN and utility (CNNU)-
based radio resource scheduler, which adopts CNN to solve
the complicated optimization problem of the utility-based
scheduling algorithm, for downlinks of multimedia CDMA
communication systems. This paper extends the work in [17]
to include how the CNN architecture is modied for the
optimization problem of the radio resource scheduling and
what basic assumptions are needed to make.

The proposed CNNU-based scheduler contains a utility
function (UF) preprocessor, a radio-resource range (RR) deci-
sion maker, and a CNN processor. A relevant utility function of
each connection is designed in the UF preprocessor. It jointly
considers radio resource efciency, diverse QoS requirements,
and fairness. It is a radio resource function weighted by
both its QoS requirement deviation function and its fairness
compensation function. The UF preprocessor also generates
a matrix of normalized utility functions of all connections.
The RR decision maker determines a matrix showing the
upper limit of radio resource assignment for each connection.
The CNN processor receives the matrix of normalized utility
functions and the matrix of upper limits of radio resource
assignment vector as inputs. It determines an optimal nor-
malized radio resource assignment vector for connections in
multimedia CDMA cellular systems by minimizing the system
cost function, which is in terms of the overall system utility
function under system constraints of maximum transmis-
sion power, minimum spreading factor, and remaining queue
length. The architecture of the CNN processor is constructed
by a Lyapunov method [18], [19], via mapping the system
cost function to a proper energy function. It is designed in a
two-layered conguration, which consists of a decision layer
and an output layer, to reduce the number of inter-connections
in the CNN. It can be shown that the stability exists and the
stable equilibriums locate in the desired state space. The CNN
is powerful for complicated optimization problems.

Simulation results show that CNNU-based scheduler outper-
forms the EXP [9] (HOLPRO [5]) scheduling scheme in the
average throughput by an amount of 15% (29%). Moreover, it
also has higher maximum achievable throughput in the QoS
guarantee region by 23% (33%) than the EXP (HOLPRO)
scheme. The CNNU-based scheduler can allocate radio re-
sources to different types of connections more adequately to
achieve higher capacity and keep various QoS requirements
fullled to a similar extent. Therefore, the CNNU-based
scheduler is efcient and effective for multimedia CDMA
cellular networks.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the model of a considered multimedia CDMA cellular
system. Section III proposes a relevant utility function. In

section IV, a utility-based scheduling problem is formulated.
In section V, the design of a CNNU-based scheduler is
discussed. Simulation results to examine the performance
of the CNNU-based scheduler are illustrated in section VI.
Finally, the paper is concluded in section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Assume that the multimedia CDMA cellular system has
! real-time (RT) and non-real-time (NRT) active connections
(users) in the downlink transmissions with chip rate " . The
RT connections transmit on dedicated channels, while the NRT
connections transmit on shared channels. For every active
connection using either dedicated or shared channels, a xed
number of code channels with their corresponding spreading
factors is given in the connection setup phase. A minimum
spreading factor #$" is therefore associated with the assigned
code channels for connection %. The system radio resource is
here dened to be the transmission power. It is limited by a
maximum power budget denoted by & !

#$% and scheduled to
all connections every frame time period '& .

For a downlink connection %, there are four QoS require-
ments dened in the packet level, such as ()*!

" , or the call
level, such as delay bound+!

" , packet dropping ratio & !
'(", and

minimum transmission rate *!
#(". For RT connections, hard

delay bound +!
" exists and & !

'(" can be larger than zero; while
for NRT connections, no explicit delay bound is imposed, but
*!
#(" , ! should be satised for interactive connections and

*!
#(" " ! be set for best effort connections.
Assume that the linkgain -"#.$ and the interference !"#.$

for connection % at the frame time . can be measured at the
user side and perfectly signaled to the base station. Here -"#.$
consists of the mean path loss, long-term fading, and short-
term fading. It is given by

-"#.$ " /"!
" " %!

!"# !$"

#$ " -)" #.$0 (1)

where /" is the distance between the user % and its base station,
-*" #.$ is the log-normal shadowing component, and -)" #.$ is
the Rayleigh-fading component. !"#.$ is given by

!"#.$"
!
#%#1$& !

#$% "-"#.$&
"

+#,%

& !
#$% "-"(+#.$&!""

#
0 (2)

where 1 is the orthogonality factor for downlink, ($ is the
set of adjacent base stations for connection %, -"(+#.$ is the
link gain from base station 2 to connection %, and !" is the
spectrum noise power density. The adaptive QAM modulation
is adopted, and the modulation order 3-# with index 4" for
connection % would be determined according to the link gain
quality and interference. The trafc source of connection %
generates packets, and packets are queued in its individual
buffer and the buffer size is innite. Models for these trafc
source are assumed to be on-off for RT connections, Pareto for
NRT interactive connections, and batch Poisson with truncated
geometrical batch size for NRT best effort connections.

III. THE UTILITY FUNCTION

We dene the utility function of each connection as the
throughput achievable by the connection according to its link
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condition weighted by both the deviation of QoS measurement
from its QoS requirement and the amount of fairness compen-
sation required by this connection. Mathematically, the utility
function for connection % at frame time ., denoted by $"#.$,
is given by

$" #.$ " %"#.$ " &"#.$ " '"#.$0 (3)

where %"#.$ is the radio resource function of connection %,
&"#.$ is its QoS requirement deviation function, and '"#.$
is its fairness compensation function. Unlike those utility
functions in existing works which consider only subset of
above factors, this proposed utility function takes link con-
dition, adaptive modulation, differentiated QoS requirements,
and fairness into account. Thus the scheduling algorithm based
on the proposed utility function can address more complicated
situations.

A. Radio Resource Function %"#.$

The radio resource function %"#.$ is to denote the maximum
achievable transmission rate the connection % can achieve.
For connection % with modulation order 3-# of the adaptive
QAM modulation scheme and the corresponding #)+5!"$!-#

to
satisfy its ()*!

" requirement, the following inequality should
be held,

"

*.("#.$
" 6"#.$ " &

!
#$% " -"#.$
!"#.$

(
$
)+

!/

%!

-#

0 (4)

where *.("#.$ is its symbol rate and 6"#.$ is the normalized
radio resource (power) assignment to connection % at frame
time .. Since the channel state is assumed to be known and
remain constant during a frame time, the #)+5!"$!-#

in (4) is
given by [20]

#)+5!"$
!
-#

"
##3-# # %$ " ln)'()*!

" *
%7'

7 (5)

The ()*!
" in (5) can be obtained by

()*!
" " !7(

&

0
exp
'

#%7'8"
3-# # %

(
90##8$/80 (6)

where 8" is the instantaneous #)+5!"$-# received by con-
nection % and 90##8$ is the pdf of 8" [20]. Denote *!

.("#.$
the maximum achievable symbol rate that #)+5!"$!-#

can be
fullled at 6"#.$ " %. Clearly, *!

.("#.$ "
1

#2&34$$!'#

" 5
!
(%)$6##7$
%##7$

7

However, the *!
.("#.$ is further limited by 1

)8#
for a given

minimum spreading factor #$" of the allocated code channel.
Thus the *!

.("#.$ can be obtained by

*!
.("#.$ " )*+

'
"

#)+5!"$!-#

" &
!
#$% " -"#.$
!"#.$

0
"

#$"

(
7 (7)

According to (7), the most efcient modulation order 3-# can
be selected by the following inequality,

3-# +
%7' " #$" " & !

#$% " -"#.$
!"#.$ " ##ln)'()*!

" *$
& % + 3#-#%&$0 (8)

where 3-#%& denotes the next modulation order higher than
3-# . Since the information bit of one symbol is log

%
3-# ,

the radio resource function of connection %, %"#.$, can be
consequently obtained by (9).

B. The QoS Requirement Deviation Function &"#.$

The QoS requirement deviation function &"#.$ is used to
indicate the extent of deviation of connection % from its
call-level QoS requirements. The larger the extent of devi-
ation from the QoS requirements is, the more resource the
connection be allocated. For RT connection %, a hard delay
bound +!

" is imposed on each packet. The QoS requirement
of its packet dropping ratio due to excess delay must be
&:;2 )+"#.$ , +!

" * < & !
'("0 where +"#.$ is the waiting

time delay of head-of-line packet at time .. For NRT inter-
active connection %, the QoS requirement is that its average
transmission rate, ! ,:"#.$-, cannot be less than the minimum
transmission rate, *!

#(", i.e. ! ,:"#.$- ( *!
#("0 where ! ,"-

indicates the expectation. As for NRT best-effort connection
%, since no call level QoS requirements are guaranteed, *!

#("

is set to be !.
The proposed Modied Largest Weighted Delay First (M-

LWDF) algorithm in [21] suggests that an exponential rule [9]
be the form with throughput optimal for the above call level
QoS requirement constraints. Therefore, the QoS requirement
deviation function &"#.$ is dened as (10).

In (10), +#.$ " &
4

)
"

*$
"log#5!

*+#$

'!
#

%
"+"#.$

+
is

the average weighted delay, .="#.$ " )*+
,
.="#.# %$

&
-
9!

(+#":##7$

9!
(+#

.
0 =#$%("

/
is the number of buckets, =#$%("

is the maximum buffer size of buckets for connection %, and
=#.$ " &

4

)
"
.="#.$. In (10), for RT connections, the delay

of connection % is weighted by the log-scale packet dropping
ratio and the inverse of the delay bound requirements [9].
If the weighted delay is more than the average weighted
delay of all connections,&"#.$ will be exponentially increased,
and more resource will be scheduled. On the other hand,
if the weighted delay is less than the average weighted
delay, &"#.$ will be dramatically decayed, and less resource
will be allocated. Similarly, for NRT interactive connections,
if the accumulated difference of the guaranteed minimum
transmission rate and the assigned rate is greater than the
average value, more resource will be assigned. As to the NRT
best-effort connections, this function is simply assigned to be
1. This is because none of the QoS requirements are imposed
on NRT best-effort connections, and the constant 1 would take
no effect on the utility function.

C. The Fairness Compensation Function '"#.$

The fairness compensation function is to ensure that RT
connections using dedicated channels can attain a relative
high priority over NRT connections using shared channels.
It is also how the radio resource shared by all NRT best-
effort connections without any QoS requirements is assigned
according to a predened target weighting factor. With the pre-
dened target weighting factors >" and >; for NRT best-effort
connections % and ?, respectively, the radio resources are here
expected to be allocated to them so that their average assigned
transmission rates, !,:"#.$- and !,:;#.$-, can be achieved
according to the ratio: !':##7$(

!':,#7$(
" <#

<,
[4].

The fairness compensation function for connection % till
time ., '"#.$, is dened by (11). The @" in (11) is the
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%"#.$ " log
%
3-# "*!

.("#.$ "
%7'" " log

%
3-#

#3-# # %$ " ##ln)'()*!
" *$

" &
!
#$% " -"#.$
!"#.$

(9)

&"#.$ "

0
1111112

1111113

exp

0
2

3

"log!-!
*+#"

*!
#

$'##7$"'#7$

&%,'#7$-#.%

4
5

6 0 if % , )RT connections*

exp
'

)*##7$"*#7$

&%,*#7$-#.%

(
0 if % , )NRT interactive connections*

%0 if % , )NRT best-effort connections*

(10)

'"#.$ "

0
2

3

@"0 if % , )RT connections*
@"0 if % , )NRT interactive connections*
ABC )#>" # >"#.$$0 %* 0 if % , )NRT best-effort connections*

(11)

priority bias for RT connections, @" is the basic reference
value set for NRT interactive connections, and >"#.$ is the
moving-average of :"#.$. The @" is usually larger than the @"
for differentiation. For RT connections and NRT interactive
connections, only priority bias is set and the weighted fairness
is not considered due to their QoS-driven nature. For NRT
best-effort connections, #>" # >"#.$$ indicates the unfairness
of connection %. The more the extent of the unfairness of
connection % is, the larger the '"#.$ will be; then more resource
will be scheduled to connection %, and the #>"#>"#.$$ will be
smaller afterwards. In the stationary situation, the unfairness
of all NRT best-effort connections should be almost the same
via the linear feedback control.

The target weighting factor >" of NRT connection % is de-
ned as its target average transmission rate. It is considered to
be a function of its equivalent trafc source rate D!" [22], mean
link gain -", mean interference level !", and its guaranteed
minimum transmission rate, *!

#(". Also, >" is proportional

to its mean maximum transmission rate, 5!
(%)$6#

%#$#
/&
0$

$!#
, and its

normalized effective bandwidth, .!#!
, .

!
,
. Therefore, we have

dene >" as

>" " )/0

7
& !
#$% " -"

!" " #2&
4$

$!"
" D!")

; D
!
;

0 *!
#("

8
0 (12)

where #2&
4$

$!" is the required )+5!" to achieve ()*!
" of

connection % using the least-order modulation scheme. The
D!" can be given according to the effective bandwidth method
proposed in [22], [23].

The lower bound *!
#(" for >" is to avoid the starvation

problem of the connection % in bad link condition. Note
that *!

#(" " ! for the best-effort connection, and the target
weighting factor of the best-effort connection is usually less
than that of the interactive connection.

The priority bias @" for RT connection % is a relative margin
for -"#.$ over the link gains of NRT connections, and is
a function of its transmission suspension threshold -!" , the
average of the mean link gains of all NRT connections -49= ,
and the )+5!" requirements. We have dened @" as

@" "

9
-49=

-!"
"

#2&
4$

$!"

#2&
4$

$!49=

:
" @"7 (13)

This @" makes the product %"#.$ " '"#.$ of the RT connection
% greater than the product of NRT connections till -"#.$ ( -!" .
Therefore, RT connections can share the radio resource with
relatively higher priority than NRT connections via the setting
of priority bias @". Moreover, @" is designed to protect
the NRT interactive connections against the NRT best-effort
connections capturing the radio resource in the overloaded
situation. Here, @" is dened as @" " =#.$, where =#.$ is
the averaged bucket size for NRT interactive connections.
The higher the bucket size of NRT interactive connections
is, the less important the weighted fairness of NRT best-effort
connections would be.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The utility-based scheduling problem is formulated as a
constrained optimization problem given by

1
6
!
#.$ " /12)/0

1
> #7$

7
4"

"

6"#.$ " $"#.$
8
0

subject to constraints:

3& "

'
1
6 #.$ 4

)
?
6?#.$ + %

(
0

3*"
,

1
6 #.$ 46"#.$+)*+

,
1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

0A##7$3=2

&##7$

/
0-%
/
0(14)

where 1
6 #.$ is the normalized radio resource (power) as-

signment vector determined at the .-th frame and 1
6 #.$ "

#6&#.$0 7 7 7 0 6"#.$0 7 7 7 0 64#.$$,
)4

" 6"#.$ " $"#.$ is the overall
system utility function, and 3& and 3* are two constraints on
16 #.$. The constraint 3& is because of the system transmission
power limited by a maximum power budget & !

#$%. Notice
that the assigned transmission rate to connection % at the .-th
frame, denoted by :"#.$, is determined according to the 6"#.$
and the modulation order 3-# ; and the :"#.$ is further limited
by the minimum spreading factor #$" and the waiting queue
length E"#.$. The constraint 3* indicates that no further utility
can be gained if :"#.$ exceeds the supported rate which is the
rate when the power ratio 6"#.$ equals #

1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

$, or the
necessary rate to transmit all remaining packets in E"#.$ at the
.-th frame, which equals #A##7$3=2

&##7$
$. The optimal transmission

rate for connection % at the .-th frame, denoted by :!" #.$, is
then equal to 6!" #.$ " %"#.$.
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of CNNU-based scheduler.

V. THE CNNU-BASED SCHEDULER

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the CNN and utility
(CNNU)-based scheduler. It contains a utility function (UF)
preprocessor, a radio-resource range (RR) decision maker,
and a CNN processor. The proposed CNNU-based scheduler
takes the link information (-"#.$), interference (!"#.$), delay
(+"#.$), queue length (E"#.$), and spreading factor (#$"),
% + % + ! , as inputs at the .-th frame, and nally outputs an
optimal normalized radio resource (power) assignment vector
1
6
!
#.$ " #6!" #.$0 7 7 7 0 6

!
4 #.$$, where 6!" #.$0 % + % + ! , is

expressed by F bits. The quantization of the radio resource
assignment vector into F bits is due to the nature of the binary
expression of each neuron for the CNN processor. The higher
the quantization level is, the higher the precision will be, but
the more the convergence time of the CNN processor would
be taken. Note that the 1

6
!
#.$ can be for the current frame

or the next frame, depending on the convergence time of the
CNN processor.

The UF preprocessor rst calculates the utility function
$"#.$ given in (3), % + % + ! . Then it normalizes $"#.$ by a
compression function #%# G"B'##7$$, expresses #%# G"B'##7$$
to be an % . F vector given by (15), and nally constructs
an ! .F input matrix

;
H #&$
"(;

<
for the CNN processor, where

H #&$
"(; " #% # G"B'##7$$ " (";. Notice that the I is a constant

related to the slope and the linear region of the compression
function #% # G"B'##7$$, which normalizes J"#.$ , ,!0/$
into the range of ,!0 %$. A good compression function is the
one with broad linear range so that the individual utility
function is normalized linearly within a reasonable range.
This normalization is to implement the rst constraint in (14).
The UF preprocessor also determines a vector of modula-
tion order ,3-# - for all connections according to (8) and
outputs to the RR decision maker. The RR decision maker
determines the upper limit for the radio resource assignment
for every connection % and expresses it by a % . F vec-
tor which is the upper limit multiplied by the bit-weighted
vector #("&0 7 7 7 0 (";0 7 7 7 0 ("C$, % + % + ! . Then the RR
decision maker constructs the second input matrix

;
H #*$
"(;

<
,

% + % + ! , % + ? + F , where the element H #*$
"(; is given by-

)*+
,
1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

0 A##7$3=2

&##7$

/.
"("; to implement the second

constraint in (14). The CNN processor receives the two input
matrices,

;
H #&$
"(;

<
and
;
H #*$
"(;

<
, and computes the optimal radio

resource assignment vector 1
6
!
#.$ for the .-th frame. During

the computation process, denote by K the instantaneous time
index of the CNN and by 1

6 #.0 K$ the instantaneous radio
resource assignment vector at time K during the frame .. For
each 6"#.0 K$, % + % + ! , it is represented by K bits, L"(;#K$,
% + ? + F , and 6"#.0 K$ can be expressed by

6"#.0 K$ 0"
C"

;.&

L"(;#K$ " (";7 (16)

When the CNN processor arrives at an equilibrium, the output
will converge to the optimal radio resource assignment vector,
ie., 5*)D()

1
6 #.0 K$ "

1
6
!
#.$.

In the following, the design of the CNN processor for the
CNNU-based scheduler is described. Characteristics of the
original CNN proposed in [13] are rst briefed. Then, we
dene a cost function associated with the constrained opti-
mization problem formulated in (14). Subsequently, we design
an energy function based on the cost function. According to
the trajectory of the energy function, we can construct the
architecture of the desired CNN processor to t the dened
scheduling problem. Notice that it can be proven that the
designed CNN processor can be with good stability and
convergence [23], based on the principle of Lyapunov and
the stability theorem of CNN [18], [19].

A. Preliminaries for Cellular Neural Networks

Consider a neural network with ! . F neurons arranged
in a rectangular array, where neuron #%0 ?$ is denoted by
M"(;. The output of M"(; at time K , denoted by L"(;#K$, can
be expressed by L"(;#K$ " 9

-
L#.$
"(; #K$

.
, where 9#C$ "

&
* ,1C1 # 1C# %1- & &

* is an activation function of M"(; and
L#.$
"(; #K$ is the state variable of M"(; at time K . The L#.$

"(; #K$
consists of recurrent inputs, external inputs, and a bias current.
Each neuron M"(; connects with all other neurons within its
neighborhood, denoted by N?#%0 ?$. The area of N?#%0 ?$ is
determined according to the design of the neural network.
Generally, the dynamics of the CNN at time K is represented
by [13], [14], as (17), where O in (17) is a time constant for all
neurons, P"(;/E(# is the recurrent inter-connection weight from
neuron ME(# to M"(;, ("(;/E(# is the control weight of external
input from ME(# to M"(;, HE(# is the external input to the neuron
ME(#, and Q"(; is the bias current to M"(;, which is usually a
xed value Q . It is worth mentioning that P"(;/"(; , %5O
is held so that the neuron M"(; will eventually enter into a
saturation region [13]. Also, the inter-connection weights are
assumed to be symmetric, that is, P"(;/E(# " PE(#/"(;, thus
the CNN is stable [13].

An energy function at time K which decreases along the
trajectories of (17), denoted by 2#K$, is generally expressed
by [13], as (18). At the stable state, outputs of neurons will
arrive at an equilibrium with the minimum energy function.
If the energy function is properly designed and acts as a cost
function, such an optimization problem can be solved via the
Lyapunov method [15]-[19]. By the Lyapunov method, the
CNN can be designed with a set of prescribed trajectories.
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The trajectories are described by the gradient of the Lyapunov
function 2#K$ which is the energy of the CNN network at time
K . With an appropriate energy function designed according
to the cost function, the minimization of the cost can be
achieved along the designed trajectories. In the mean time,
it can be proved that the architecture of the designed CNN
can be related with the energy function by

/L#.$
"(; #K$

/K
" #

L#.$
"(; #K$

O
# R2#K$
RL"(;#K$

7 (19)

Using (19), the desired system parameters of inter-connection
weights, control weights, and bias currents can be found from
the trajectories of energy function.

B. Cost Function of CNN Processor

The cost function of the proposed CNN processor to achieve
the optimal resource allocation at time K during frame .,
denoted by 3#.0 K$, consists of a cost function for the utility
function, denoted by 3H#.0 K$, in conjunction with cost func-
tions for system constraints 3& and 3* given in (14), denoted
by 30##.0 K$ and 30%#.0 K$, respectively. The 3#.0 K$ has the
form of

3#.0 K$ " 3H#.0 K$ &30##.0 K$ &30%#.0 K$7 (20)

The 3H#.0 K$ is dened to be the difference between
an overall normalized utility function and its maximum,
where the overall normalized utility function is dened as)4

".& 6"#.0 K$" #% # G"B'##7$$. When
)4

".& 6"#.0 K$ + %,)4
".& 6"#.0 K$ " #% # G"B'##7$$ is bounded by %. Thus the

3H#.0 K$ is given by

3H#.0 K$ " S"

!
%#

4"

".&

6"#.0 K$
-
%# G"B'##7$

.#
0 (21)

where S" is the coefcient of 3H#.0 K$.
The 30##.0 K$ is dened as

30##.0 K$ " S&

!
4"

".&

6"#.0 K$ # %

#*
0 (22)

where S& " S%& " T
-)4

".& 6"#.0 K$ # %
.

& S"& "
-
%# T

-)4
".& 6"#.0 K$# %

..
, T#"$ is the unit-step function,

S%& is the slope constant for the cost increment when the total
radio resource is greater than the maximum, and S"& is the
slope constant for the cost increment otherwise. The ranges
of S%& and S"& are further investigated in the next section to
ensure the stability and the desired output pattern of the CNN
processor.

The 30%#.0 K$ is dened to be proportional to the differ-
ence

;
6"#.0 K$ #)*+

,
1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

0 A##7$3=2

&##7$

/<
if 6"#.0 K$ ,

)*+
,
1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

0 A##7$3=2

&##7$

/
; otherwise, no cost will be in-

curred because the radio resource will be allocated to other
connections for efciency. It is given by (23), where S* is the
coefcient of 30%#.0 K$; #B$% " B if B ( !, #B$% " ! if
B < !.

C. The Architecture of CNN Processor

According to the cost function 3#.0 K$ at time ., the energy
function 2#.0 K$ can be designed for the CNN processor in
the CNNU-based scheduler. However, some modications on
3#.0 K$ in (20) should be made for 2#.0 K$ to ensure the
correctness of the desired output and the stability of the CNN
processor. The 2#.0 K$ is given by (24), where S1 is a constant
for additional auxiliary terms. The rst three terms of (24)
are convex function for the 2#.0 K$, which are transformed
from the three concave functions of the 3#.0 K$, respectively.
However, several constants are removed to simplify the ar-
chitecture of CNN with the equilibrium unchanged. The rst
item differs from (21) in that the scalar % is ignored and the
remaining term

)4
".&#
)C

;.&L"(;#K$ " (";$ " #% # G"B$'##7$$
is bounded above by % and has the same minimum as in the
cost function. For the second and the third terms, the quadratic
forms in (22) and (23) are replaced by convex functions which
merely contain state variable L"(;#K$ without any scalar. The
local minimums would be the same; the resulting energy at any
equilibrium would be shifted by a constant value, compared
to the cost in (20), and independent of the inputs and the
output pattern. The last term of (24) is an auxiliary factor to
ensure the convergence of the whole CNN to one of its vertex.
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Fig. 2. The two-layer structure of CNN processor.
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The necessity of this auxiliary term is shown in Lemma 2 in
[23]. When the coefcient S1 is properly selected as shown
in Lemma 6 in [23], the energy function due to this auxiliary
term will approach zero only when every state variable output
approaches either one or zero, which is one of the CNN vertex.

By (19) and (24), the dynamics of each neuron in the
proposed CNN processor for the CNNU-based scheduler can
be expressed by (25), where O; is modied to (; to retain
the stability and desired output pattern of the designed CNN
processor. From (17) and (25), we can determine the inter-
connection structure of the CNN processor. The complexity
of the CNN has an order of U#!*$.

In order to reduce the complexity of CNN processor, we
propose a two-layer structure for the CNN processor, which
the complexity has an order of U#!F$. Note that the F
is bounded by the precision and F 4 ! . To re-arrange
(25) and replace

)C
;.&L"(;#.$ by 6"#.0 K$ and in contrast

to (17), the rst decision layer,
;
M&"(;

<
, is with state variable

output L"(;#K$, which is determined by regarding the term
of 6"#.0 K$ as a constant. The second output layer,

;
M*"(;

<
,

is with state variable output 6"#.0 K$, which is determined
by regarding the term of

)C
;.&L"(;#.$ as a constant. The

decision layer consists of ! .F neurons; the output layer is

with an #!&%$.% array, where the output of the rst neuron is
the summation of all the others. The inter-connections between
the neurons of decision layer and those of output layer are
dened by

5 For the rst decision layer to the second output layer,
the connection weight between L"(;#K$ and 6E#.0 K$ is
(";, -? if V " %; zero if V 6" %.

5 For the second output layer feedback to the rst
decision layer, only the rst neuron output is connected
to the L"(;#K$ of the decision layer with the inter-
connection weight S& " ("; for -%.

Fig. 2 shows the two-layer structure of the CNN processor.
The recurrent inter-connection weights and the external control
weights for the rst decision layer can be determined by
(26), where (#&$

"(;/"/; and (#*$
"(;/"/; are the external control

weights for the rst and the second external inputs, H #&$
"(; "

A
%# G"B'##7$

B
"("; and H #*$

"(; " )*+
,
1 $+,-% @'#
)8#$&##7$

0 A##7$3=2

&##7$

/
"

(";, respectively, and W%(I " % if C " X; W%(I " ! otherwise.
For the second output layer, there are no external inputs, and
only the recurrent inter-connection weights exist. The inter-
connection weight between 6"#.0 K$ and 6E#.0 K$ is given by
W"(E with % " !.

The range of coefcients S", S& (S%& , S"& ), S*, and S1 must
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be properly selected to ensure the stability and the desired
response. For a tolerant error level Y, which is the maximum
difference between stable output 5*)D()

1
6 #.0 K$ and the

optimum 1
6
!
#.$, the ranges of these coefcients are obtained

as follows [23]: ! < S" < S1 , S%& , (C , S"& ( J$$*"&

K ,

S* ( (C , S1 , &
* & J"

#
* . We have proved in [23] that with a

matrix of given utility function and a matrix of radio resource
assignment ratio upper limits, the proposed architecture of
CNN processor will converge to the neighborhood of the
optimal pattern 1

6
!
#.$ within the difference Y, with the ranges

of these coefcients. If Y + ("C , the CNN can converge to
1
6
!
#.$. Note that the complexity of inter-connections in the

two-layer CNN processor is proportional to ,7! .F &! -,
which is linear with respect to the number.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In simulations, a scenario with ve types of services in
three classes is assumed. Type-1 service is a real-time class
of trafc with a peak rate of 15 kbps, an activity factor of
0.57, & !

' " !7!', +! " 8! ms, and ()*! " %!"1; type-2
(type-3) service is a non-real-time interactive class of trafc
with Pareto process [24] of which the mean rate is 8 kbps (12
kbps), *!

#("=7.2 kbps (*!
#("=11 kbps), and ()*! " %!"2

(()*! " %!"2); and type-4 (type-5) service is a non-real-
time best effort class of trafc in batch Poisson distribution
with a mean rate of 6 kbps (15 kbps) and a mean batch size
of 1.2 kbits (1.2 kbits), and ()*! " %!"2. The proportion
in the number of connections from type-1 to type-5 is kept at
1:1:1:1:1. Also, three modulation schemes, QPSK, 16QAM,
and 64QAM, are available for transmission as long as the
BER requirement can be fullled and the remaining queue is
enough.

We compare the proposed CNNU-based radio resource
scheduler with the EXP scheduling scheme [9] and the
HOLPRO scheme [5]. The EXP scheduling scheme can be
directly extended for RT and NRT connections. However, the
HOLPRO scheme is only suitable for RT connections. As for
NRT connections, the pseudoprobability is obtained according
to the fraction between the queue length of the connection and
the summed queue length among all NRT connections. Also,
the RT connections have absolutely higher priority than the
NRT connections.

The performance measures are such as the average system
throughput, the average packet dropping ratio of RT connec-
tions, &', the average transmission rate of NRT interactive
connections, *#, the ratio of RT connections in which their
packet dropping ratio requirement is not guaranteed, Z5* , the
ratio of NRT interactive connections in which their minimum
transmission rate requirement is not guaranteed, Z9( , and the
fairness variance index of NRT connections, $L.

The $L is dened for measuring the variance of fairness
to share the radio resource among all NRT connections. It is
given by

$L "
%

!056

4
056"

"

GGGGGG
! ,:"#.$-

)4
056

E ! ,:E#.$-
# >"
)4

056
E >E

GGGGGG

*

0 (27)

where !056 is the number of NRT connections. The fairness
variance index shows the variance of the normalized radio

Fig. 3. The average system throughput.

resource allocated and the normalized proportion of resource
desired to share.

At rst, we measure the stability and the convergence of
the CNN processor during the simulation. The measure of
stability of the CNN processor is assumed to be the percentage
of which the output of each neuron M&"(; takes the value
from )!0 %* and no chaotic state occurs; the measure of
convergence of the CNN processor is assumed to be the
percentage of which the output of neurons M*"(; is within the
system constraints 3& and 3*. It is found that the CNN
processor can always be stable without chaotic trajectory.
Also, the output [6"#.$ can mostly converge to a reasonable
set of stable output of the CNN processor in a percentage of
about 99.9%. On the other hand, the convergence speed of
CNN processor would be in few miniseconds range [15], [18]
since the CNN has an architecture that all neurons are in the
same structure, which makes the CNN be suitable for VLSI
implementation.

Fig. 3 shows the average system throughput. It can be found
that the CNNU-based scheduler can always have a higher sys-
tem capacity than the EXP and HOLPRO scheduling schemes
in all trafc load conditions. It achieves the improvement
of system throughput over the EXP (HOLPRO) scheduling
scheme by more than 9% (19%) as the number of connections
is greater than 200, and by higher than 15% (25%) as the
number of connections increases up to 250. This is because
the CNNU-based scheduler is with the radio resource function
that makes CNN processor adapt to the link variation and
allocate radio resource in an efcient way. Both RT and NRT
connections with relatively worse link conditions have lower
probability to be scheduled as long as their QoS requirements
can be achieved in a long term sense. The CNNU-based
scheduler is with the fairness compensation function that
makes the NRT connections share the radio resource according
to the location dependent fairness, achieving a higher radio
resource efciency. Also, the CNN processor can determine
an optimal radio resource assignment vector in the sense that
the allocation of downlink power by CNNU-based scheduler
is the most efcient one, with given utilities and upper limits
of the radio resource assignment. Additionally, beyond the
point of 250 (200) connections, the throughput of the EXP
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Fig. 4. QoS performance measures of packet dropping ratio !! and average
transmission rate "".

(HOLPRO) scheme is almost saturated, while the throughput
of the CNNU-based scheduler continues to grow up but with
a slightly lowering slope. It is because the CNNU-based
scheduler can achieve the utilization of multiuser diversity
gain better than the EXP scheduling scheme. The HOLPRO
scheme always has the lowest throughput among these three
schemes due to the lack of link condition information.

Fig. 4 depicts the performance measures of the average
packet dropping ratio of type-1 RT connections &' and the
average transmission rate of type-2 and type-3 NRT interaction
connections *#. It can be found that the &' of the CNNU-
based scheduler is larger than that of the EXP scheme but
lower than that of HOLPRO scheme, and it violates the & !

'
requirement as the number of users is about 250; on the other
hand, all the *# of type-2 and type-3 connections of the
CNNU-based scheduler are greater than those of the EXP and
HOLPRO schemes, and the EXP (HOLPRO) scheme violates
the *!

# requirements as the number of users is about 170
(150). These indicate that the QoS guaranteed region by the
CNNU-based scheduler can be up to 250 connections, while
those by the EXP and HOLPRO schemes are only to 175
and 150 connections, respectively. The QoS guaranteed region
achieved by the CNNU-based scheduler is larger than those
achieved by the EXP and HOLPRO schemes. This is because
the CNNU-based scheduler is designed with the QoS deviation
function together with the priority bias that can balance the
extent of deviation of every performance measure from the
QoS requirement. The worse the QoS performance measure
is, the more the radio resource will be scheduled. Besides,
since the CNNU-based scheduler has higher throughput per-
formance, the more number of connections can be served
in the QoS guaranteed region. Moreover, if we dene the
maximum throughput achievable in QoS guaranteed region to
be the average system throughput, the CNNU-based scheduler
can have the average system throughput equal to 2.083 Mbps
at 235 connections, while the EXP and the HOLPRO schemes
can have the average system throughput equal to 1.6 Mbps
at 175 connections and 1.388 Mbps at 150 connections,

Fig. 5. The ratio ##* for RT connections and the ratio #$( for NRT
interactive connections.

respectively. The former attains the average system throughput
greater than the latter by an amount of 23% and 33%,
respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the ratio of RT connections of which the packet
dropping ratio requirement is not guaranteed, Z5* , and the
ratio of NRT interactive connections of which the minimum
transmission rate requirement is not guaranteed, Z9( . It can be
seen that the total ratio of connections with QoS requirements
un-guaranteed for the CNNU-based scheduler is about 0.0435,
while those for the EXP and HOLPRO schemes are greater
than 0.18 and 0.365, respectively, in heavily loaded situations
as the number of connections is greater than 225. The total
ratio of connections with QoS requirements un-guaranteed is
dened as &

1Z5* & *
1Z97 , which is weighted by the number

of RT and NRT interactive connections.
The CNNU-based scheduler can achieve the total ratio

of QoS requirements un-guaranteed connections in all trafc
types lower than the EXP and HOLPRO scheme. The reason
is that the CNNU-based scheduler can balance the allocation
of radio resources among trafc types and avoid allocating
excess radio resource to connections with bad link condition,
while the EXP and HOLPRO schemes prefer RT connections
and overprotects them so that the QoS guaranteed region is
reduced. Note that the ratios of Z5* and Z9( are greater
than zero at any trafc load condition due to the existence of
connections with very bad link quality. These results imply
that the CNNU-based scheduler will not guarantee all the
QoS requirements all the time, and a properly designed call
admission control is required to reject the connections with
very bad link quality in terms of the current trafc load
conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the fairness variance index of NRT connec-
tions. It can be found that the fairness variance indexes of
the CNNU-based scheduler retains within 1 in almost all
simulation cases, and grows up slowly as the number of
connections increases; the fairness variance indexes of the
EXP and HOLPRO schemes, on the other hand, increase with
slightly higher slope than that of the CNNU-based sched-
uler. This is because the fairness compensation function of
the CNNU-based scheduler considers the location dependent
information and aims to share the radio resource fairly as
long as the minimum rate is guaranteed, while the design
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Fig. 6. The fairness variation index for NRT connections.

of the EXP and the HOLPRO schemes ignore the location
dependent information to allocate rate fairly to all connections.
The fairness compensation function, considering the location
dependent information, also facilitates the higher capacity for
the CNNU-based scheduler shown in Fig. 3.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a cellular neural network and utility
(CNNU)-based radio resource scheduler, which jointly con-
siders its radio resource efciency, diverse QoS requirements,
and fairness, to schedule the radio resource for downlink
connections in multimedia CDMA communication systems.
The utility function is dened to be the radio resource function
properly weighted by the QoS requirement deviation function
and the fairness compensation function. Also, the cellular
neural network (CNN) is successfully manipulated to be
a two-layer structure to solve the constrained optimization
problem dened for the radio resource scheduling in a real-
time fashion. Simulation results show that the CNNU-based
scheduler can efciently allocate the radio resource to achieve
higher throughput than the conventional EXP and HOLPRO
scheduling schemes. It can also effectively support differen-
tiated QoS requirements for connections with various trafc
characteristics. Moreover, the CNNU-based scheduler can
enlarge the QoS guaranteed region under the complicated QoS
requirements. The CNNU-based radio resource scheduler is
effective for multimedia CDMA communciation systems with
diverse QoS requirements when both dedicated and shared
channels are adopted.
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